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Creating a vibrant 
community through 
gifts of time, talent, 
and treasure.

“One of the wonderful aspects of SCDS  
is that it inspires a culture of generosity  
and giving. In ways large and small, 

throughout the school there is a sense of 
gratitude for being part of a community  

that cares deeply about its members.”
SCDS Current Parent
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The combination of time, talent, and 
treasure ensures we fulfill our mission.

SCDS equally values the myriad and unique  
ways that community members contribute.

This spirit of contribution begins as early  
as kindergarten and continues for families  

throughout enrollment, graduation,  
and beyond!

Thank You!

Since 1964, 
SCDS has built

as part of our adopt-a-Street program, SCDS  
community members gather throughout the year  

to clean the area surrounding campus.

Seattle Country Day SChool



K-8 service opportunities abound for SCDS  
community members throughout the year.

“SCDS is more than an education for our child, it’s a community for our family that will extend far beyond 
graduation day. Every investment we’ve made in SCDS — time, energy, and money — pays dividends for  

our child, our family, and our community many times over.”  SCDS alumni Parent
Ti
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than that of your time. We rely on 
volunteers to support and enhance 
campus life. This has taken the form of:

adopt-a-Street Cleanups

alumni networking

auction leadership

Board of trustees Service

Carpools

Coaching

hosting Grade-level and 
neighborhood Potlucks

new family Support

Parent Council Service

Student Club Support

Parents exhibit school spirit on annual Giving Day. the SCDS school year culminates with the  
volunteer-led Crazy Carnival.
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Philanthropic support propels SCDS to 
sustainably greater heights while alleviating 
the cost of educating our students.

the SCDS annual fund supports our 
yearly operating budget and enhances 
our margin of excellence. Parent 
participation regularly exceeds 95%  
and donations directly benefit our 
students and faculty. Contributions have 
funded: professional development, 
financial aid, and the expansion of 
academics, clubs, and the arts.

the SCDS auction is the largest annual 
community event, and is as much a 
“friend-raiser” as it is a fundraiser. 
Proceeds benefit our programs through 
unrestricted giving and specific Raise-
the-Paddle efforts. Past projects funded 
by the auction include: a new school bus, 
technology tools, playground renovations, 
and gymnasium improvements.

the SCDS infinity fund is our 
endowment fund which advances and 
sustains the mission of our school in 
perpetuity, ensuring a brighter tomorrow. 
The fund’s interest supports: financial 
aid, teacher excellence, and program 
advancement.
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Members of our community share 
unique and valuable talents that benefit 
the growth of the school, faculty, and 
students. There are innumerable ways 
you can share your special experience 
for the advancement of our mission:

Board of trustees:  
Advancement; Communications; 
Diversity; Facilities; Finance;  
Strategic Planning

leadership:  
Alumni Council; Annual Fund; 
Auction; Parent Council

mentoring:  
Athletics; Chess;  
Destination Imagination;  
Math Team; Guest Speaker


